New Butcher Dormitory Dedicated at Ceremony Conducted on Saturday

Robert T. McCracken, chairman of the Board of Trustees, and Dr. Gaylord P. Harnwell, president of the University, watch Howard Butcher cut the ribbon, officially opening Butler Dormitory.

The new Butcher Dormitory was dedicated Saturday in the Dormitory Quadrangle.

Jonathan Butcher, youngest son of Howard Butcher, 3rd, Philadelphia investment broker and member of the Class of 1921, cut the ribbon during the formal dedication ceremony, admitting a group of student residents.

Howard Butcher, 3rd, Robert T. McCracken, chairman of the Trustees, and Gene D. Gohse, vice-president for student affairs, were the speakers at the dedication. Dr. Gaylord P. Harnwell, president of the University, conducted the ceremony and the Rev. Edward O. Harris, University Chaplain, delivered the invocation.
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Poll Conducted To Reconsider M&W Show Site

The final site for the Mask and Wig production "Ready, Willing and Able," will probably be selected today by the club council, following a poll of members of the club and council.

Since 1945, the show has been staged at one of the downtown theaters. Two major factors were taken into consideration when the decision was made earlier this month to stage the musical in Irvine Auditorium.

Student Participation Stressed

The first consideration, according to Robert Wickersham, director of Mask and Wig productions, was a feeling that the show, as an undergraduate activity, should be brought "back home," closer to the student body.

It was pointed out that this would make it easier for facilities of University Field available for persons coming to the city to make up classes and the like easier for students to attend.

Strike Settled

The second consideration was the animosity among the students. The club, in a vote, had promised the students that the show would not be staged in Irvine Auditorium, because it makes available the facilities of the University for play.

University Senate To Meet at 7; Harnwell Will Discuss Finances

The University Senate, which is composed of all faculty members of associate professor status or above, will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in room W-51, Dietrich Hall. Dr. Gaylord P. Harnwell, president of the University, will review the financial outlook of the University before the Senate.

A statement on the selection of a new Provost will be made by Dr. John H. Chope, provost of the University, and also a report on University development will be made by the Finance Committee.

University Senate Nevada to Meet at 7; Harnwell Will Discuss Finances

The Senate Committee on the Faculty Club will meet tonight at 7:30 in the Franklin Room and discuss matters concerning the club including the site of the club, the club's future, and the proper frame to be used in constructing the club.

Carole Hansen Is Junior Queen

Miss Hansen, namely queen of the Junior Prom, has now been chosen queen of the University of Pennsylvania. She is a junior and has been a member of the Band since 1952. Miss Hansen has been chosen from six finalists after a panel of faculty and administration judges.

Pennsylvania students sitting in sections SF and SG form a wall "F" on a blue background in pre-game card displays. It was the first time such an exhibition had been attempted at the University of Pennsylvania.

Sub Quarterback Shines As Middle Gridders Roll To Fifth Straight Victory

By Dan Dawley

A superbly-drilled Navy eleven demonstrated to 35,000 football fans at Franklin Field, Saturday, why it is rated fourth in the nation, by romping to a 33-0 victory over an understrength Pennsylvania team.

The second consideration was the animosity among the students. The club, in a vote, had promised the students that the show would not be staged in Irvine Auditorium, because it makes available the facilities of the University for play.

Senior Record Photos

All seniors with last name beginning with "A" through "M", who have not had their free yearbook picture taken or who have not yet received an appointment card, should report to the Pennsylvania Society Building, 3443 Woodland Avenue between the hours of 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. to arrange for a sitting.

Booters Lose, 2-0; Yale Assume First in Ivy Soccer Race

Yale established itself as the "team to beat" for the Ivy League soccer title by convincingly increasing previously unbeaten Princeton, 2-0, in a non-league game played Saturday afternoon in Spector Stadium.

The final outcome of the contest was actually decided in the opening period. With Princeton leading, 1-0, Yale demonstrated both a well rounded offense and a tight light defense in downing Penn. The Bootees lost, 3-0, and Barlow kicked the ball into the opposite side of the net. The same shot resulted itself in a defensive struggle until the 2:10 of the last quarter. Ed Barlow, for Princeton, took a shot, but the ball was driven past goalie Sandy Churchman by Yale back, who kicked it into the opposite side of the net.

The goal thus caused Yale to be down an entire goal. Yale demonstrated both a well rounded offense and a tight light defense in downing Penn. The Bootees lost, 3-0, and Barlow kicked the ball into the opposite side of the net. The same shot resulted itself in a defensive struggle until the 2:10 of the last quarter. Ed Barlow, for Princeton, took a shot, but the ball was driven past goalie Sandy Churchman by Yale back, who kicked it into the opposite side of the net.

The game was played Saturday afternoon in Spector Stadium.

Smyser To Speak On Colonial Policy At Meeting Today

William J. Smyser, former foreign service officer of the State Department, will speak at the annual meeting of the International Affairs Association, Monday afternoon in the Franklin Room of the Hotel Forum on the subject, "What Price Colonialism?"

The program presented by the International Affairs Association, traditionally with U.M. Day, will be accompanied by the film, "The World's In Your Hands." Smyser is a decorative artist and forlonist of caricature, the problems of which will be treated here.

Smyser has an extensive background in the world and world travel. He has attended art school and has been involved in several foreign service organizations and has traveled widely.

Charles W. Mayo, internationa

Dr. Charles W. Mayo, internationally renowned son of Dr. Charles H. Mayo and nephew of Dr. William J. Mayo, has been elected a trustee of the American Legion; a member of the Advisory Board of the American Legion; and honorary civilian consultant to the Army and the Navy.

Dr. Mayo is now a University freshman.
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On Eavesdropping and Civil Liberties

POOR RICHARD'S ALMANAC

by Morton Miller

In its zeal for the pursuit of truth the University of Chicago Law School over- 
stepped constitutional bounds when it decided last year to place a concealed 
microphone in a Wichita, Kansas jury room to record the deliberations.
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eThe Parking Situation

PARKING is a problem. It has been one for some time and we have been made to realize by those knowledgeable in the matter that there is no long-

SUFFICIENT reasons can be taken, however, and the University in the past few years has alleviated to some extent what was a chronic and growing

The discontinuation of parking on Spruce Street which will be effected shortly, will produce once again a serious shortage of parking space.

And although the new lots which the University is planning to open will offset this to some extent, they will not be in use for some time and not, even then, accommodate a great number of cars.
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Princeton Harriers Edge Quakers by Three Points

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1955

The Princeton Harriers defeated Pennsylvania 29-32 and Columbia 56 as Princeton won its first Ivy League meet of the season.

The Princeton Harriers beat Pennsylvania here today. The Tigers scored 29, Penn 29, and Columbia 56 as Princeton avenged last year's loss to the Quakers.

Princeton had the second place finish in the meet, with Columbia finishing third. The final score was Princeton 29, Penn 29, and Columbia 56.

On several occasions, shots by Dick Vodrey barely missed the net or were blocked. In the second period, Gerry Mayall booted a ball which hit the crossbar and bounced back on the field. Our forwards were unable to take advantage of the two-man advantage. We performed well, but the rest of our opponents did not require the purchase of another; our special student prices are good for all or any of these three weeklies.

Jackie Burns tickles you at RIVIERA COCKTAIL LOUNGE IN THE NORMANDIE HOTEL

MONDAY & SATURDAY: NO COVER — NO MINIMUM

SPORT AND CASUAL CLOTHES

BROOKS BROTHERS

COATING

Mens Furnishings, Hats & Shoes

146 MADISON AVENUE, COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
BOSTON • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

Yale Booters Defeat Penn 2-0

Take Lead in Ivy League Race

Pennsylvania's junior varsity soccer team inaugurated its 1955 season by defeating the Harvard J.V.'s, 4-3, at Harvard Art Field.

The Penn forwards were unable to take advantage of the two full-back style of defense utilized by Yale. They also failed to capitalize on the few chances which were offered themselves in the course of the contest.

On several occasions, shots by Dick Vodrey barely missed the net or were blocked. In the second period, Gerry Mayall booted a ball which hit the crossbar and bounced back on the field. Our forwards were unable to take advantage of the two-man advantage. We performed well, but the rest of our opponents did not require the purchase of another; our special student prices are good for all or any of these three weeklies.

Sign up today at the campus bookstore or with your college agent.
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Wembley introduces the latest color combinations as well as traditional campus colors -- all planned to go with your new Fall suits and shirts.

National university panel of top undergraduates selected these ties for Wembley.
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1tha Xi Wins Poster Contest

The award-winning Theta Xi poster is displayed at the Navy-Pennsylvania game.

A fire, of undetermined origin, destroyed the Theta Xi poster early yesterday morning. A workman on a passing trolley woke members of the fraternity and informed them of the blaze, which early yesterday morning. A motorman on a passing trolley woke members of the fraternity and informed them of the blaze.

The poster was completely destroyed. The house itself was undamaged, except for a number of cracked windows.

NavyGriddersBeat

Of cracked windows.

Informed them of the blaze, which early yesterday morning. A motorman on a passing trolley woke members of the fraternity and informed them of the blaze.

Penn's only chance for a score came in the third quarter. Quarterback Rich Ross then handed off to Bob Lebengood on the 13 for a touchdown.

One of the few bright spots of the afternoon for Penn was Lebengood's running. He gained 80 yards against 28 for Nixon.

The poster was completely destroyed. The house itself was undamaged, except for a number of cracked windows.

Navy-gridders beat the Penn Quakers, 29-7, in the third of their final total of 90. Penn's only chance for a score occurred early in the third quarter. Quarterback Rich Ross then handed off to Bob Lebengood on the 13 for a touchdown.

One of the few bright spots of the afternoon for Penn was Lebengood's punting. The Ivy League's leading kicker booted 32 for a total of 138 yards, a 44 average. The Quakers also had the satisfaction of losing fewer penalties than did Penn. The Navy defense, which had held Navy to 13 in the first half, gave up 139 yards on 30 carries.

The poster was completely destroyed. The house itself was undamaged, except for a number of cracked windows.
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